Second class:
First Holy Communion Preparation:
 Learn the ‘Prayer Before Communion’ and ‘Prayer After
Communion’ in preparation for First Holy Communion.
 Practice ‘Go Now in Peace’ and ‘Circle of Friends’.
Maths:
 Mangahigh revision of time, shapes, capacity, length,
lines.
 Complete Maths revision sheets.
 Practice times tables.
English:
 Complete Giraffe comprehension sheet and persuasive
writing sheet.
 Read each night.
 Continue with spellings.
 Continue with free writing.
 Handwriting (watching for correct formulation of
letters).
Irish:
 Continue with Irish conversation card.
 Complete ‘Mo Nuacht’ sheet and write it into your copy
each day.
 Revise songs and poems, ‘Mo chóta,’ ‘Éadaí ar an Líne,’
‘Peigín Leitir Móir,’ ‘Dance Monkey as Gaeilge.’
SESE:
 Complete SESE project on a country chosen (sheet with
instructions in children’s homework folder).
All sheets should be in the children’s homework
folders/Communion folders.
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Third class:
English:
 Complete SNIP booklet each day.
 Read with children every night. Discuss the book title,
characters, setting, plot etc. Ask the children to retell
the story in their own words and ask specific questions
about the story.
 Continue with a page from ‘The Rubbish Monster,’ each
day. Answer a question or two attached. Get the
children to read the question out loud, answer it orally
and write the answer down. Ensure full sentences,
capital letters, finger spacing, and correct punctuation is
used.
 Practice writing sentences ensuring the children are
using the correct methods mentioned above.
 Continue with spellings.
 Complete Giraffe comprehension sheet.
Maths:
 Mangahigh revision of number bonds, time, shapes,
length, capacity, lines.
 Complete Maths revision sheets with the children.

All sheets/booklets should be in the children’s homework
folders.

